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The ultimate guide to fading it through the real world! Now people who give you WebÂ's most popular humor site teach you how to live the good life (or at least look like you do). With annual revenues surpassing $6 million and an incredible 10 million unique visitors a month, CollegeHumor.com rank within the top six hundred sites
worldwide. Now, in a follow-up to their recently launched The CollegeHumor Guide to College, these naughty alumni offer real beginners a guide to getting aheadÂ - without getting out of bed before dinner. In Faking It readers will learn to bluff their way through on-the-job conversations, woo cute art students with the convincing use of the
term Â postmodern, Â and feign a deep understanding of Neruda. The CollegeHumor team of experts provides everything required to draw off an outstanding social life, including having cultural knowledge beyond references drawn from The Simpsons. The sexual, economic and social arenas have never been more competitive, so it can't
hurt to behave as if you understand classical music, even if you prefer light beer to light opera. Published just in time for the exam, Faking It's the poseurÂ bible, but with less religious overtones than the real BibleÂ and more pointers on conspicuously carrying an NPR tote bag. Top Reviews Latest Top Reviews The ultimate guide to faking
it through the real world! Now the people who give you the web's most popular humor site teach you how to live the good life (or at least look like you do). With annual revenues surpassing $6 million and an incredible 10 million unique visitors a month, CollegeHumor.com rank within the top six hundred sites worldwide. Now, in a follow-up
to their recently launched The CollegeHumor Guide to College, these naughty alumni offer real beginners a guide to getting ahead - without getting out of bed before dinner. In Faking Itreaders will learn to bluff their way through on-the-job conversations, woo cute art students with convincing use of the term postmodern, and feign a deep
understanding of Neruda. The CollegeHumor team of experts provides everything required to draw off an outstanding social life, including having cultural knowledge beyond references drawn from The Simpsons. The sexual, economic and social arenas have never been more competitive, so it can't hurt to behave as if you understand
classical music, even if you prefer light beer to light opera. Published just in time for the exam, Faking Itis poseur bible, but with less religious overtones than the real Bible–and several pointers on conspicuously carrying an NPR tote bag. Ethan Trex, Neel Shah, Amir Blumenfeld, Collegehumor.Com StaffI four short years, the friends who
run CollegeHumor.com . . . has been arbiters of comedy for his generation. ( New York Sun ), I short years, the friends who run CollegeHumor.com . . . has been arbiters of comedy for his generation. (The New York Sun), For four short years, the friends who run CollegeHumor.com . . . has been arbiters of comedy for his generation. (New
York Sun) Add both to cartcurrent slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} by {TOTAL_SLIDES}- Best-selling in nonfiction4.7 out of 5 stars based on 65 product ratings(65)4.8 out of 5 stars based on 32 product ratings(32)4.8 of 5 stars based on 397 product ratings(39 7)5.0 of 5 stars based on 2 product ratings(2)4.8 out of 5 stars based on 213 product
reviews(213)No ratings or reviews yet4.3 out of 5 stars based on 6 product ratings(6)Current slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} of {TOTAL_SLIDES}- Save on non-fiction + EUR 29.18 Addl. CostsList price EUR 10.58 Save 61%US$4.99Get it by Fri January 15 - Mon 25 Jan from Buffalo, NY • Brand new condition • 30 day return - Buyer pays
return shippingGreat book! See all 2 brand new entriesThe prevaricating pros who helped students slip through seven years of college in The CollegeHumor Guide to College are back to show post-degrees how to turn the life of an Easy A off, well, faking it. From sounding like an MBA to bribing feeders to shopping sensitive post-sex,
here's everything aspiring equivocators need to know to B.C. their path to success in the real world. As the authors remind readers: The most important thing is not who you are; that's who else thinks you are. With this baguing Bible in hand, a generation is ready to go out and fake it. UK-B Format PaperbackEthan Trex, Neel Shah, Amir
Blumenfeld, authors of Collegehumor.Com StaffCurrent slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} of {TOTAL_SLIDES}- Best-selling in nonfiction4.7 out of 5 stars based on 65 product ratings(65)EUR 16.34 New EUR 15.60 Used4.8 of 5 stars based on 32 product rankings(32)4.8 of 5 stars based on 397 product ratings(397)EUR 3.26 New EUR 2.83
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because I like Jake and Amir videos (and one of the authors is Amir Blumenfeld) , the premise seemed funny, and the false reviews on the front page suggested a relatively smart kind of humor. So hmm, how do I feel now that I've read the book? Well, on the surface this book seems written for a man in his early 20s who was in a college
frat and exemplifies every negative stereotype. But the book clearly isn't trying to take itself seriously. It uses bro-dude stereotype to get a laugh I read this book because I like Jake and Amir videos (and one of is Amir Blumenfeld), the premise seemed funny, and the false reviews on suggested a relatively clever kind of humor. So hmm,
how do I feel now that I've read the book? Well, on the surface this book seems written for a man in his early 20s who was in a college frat and exemplifies every negative stereotype. But the book clearly isn't trying to take itself seriously. It uses bridge-dude stereotype to get a laugh, which is evident in the over-the-top advice the book
provides. In addition, throughout the book there is some actual information (such as how to categorize different types of wines) that works targeting a more intelligent reader. So it's hard to know whether this book is catering to bro-dude or making fun of him, or both. Either way, I would say pass on this unless you are in the very narrow
band of being in your early 20s, quite shallow, and already a fan of CollegeHumor.com brand of comedy. For what it is, I say 3 stars. If you are outside the targeted demographic, 1 star. ... more The prevaricating pros who helped students slip through seven years of college in The CollegeHumor Guide to College are back to show post-
degrees how to turn the life of an Easy A off, well, faking it. From sounding like an MBA to bribing maître d' to acting sensitive post-sex, here's everything aspiring equivocators need to know to B.C. the path to success in the real world. As the authors remind readers: The most important thing is not who you are; that's who else thinks you
are. With this baguing Bible in hand, a generation is ready to go out and fake it. The prevaricating pros who helped students slip through seven years of college in The CollegeHumor Guide to College are back to show post-degrees how to turn the life of an Easy A off, well, faking it. From sounding like an MBA to bribing maître d' to acting
sensitive post-sex, here's everything aspiring equivocators need to know to B.C. the path to success in the real world. As the authors remind readers: The most important thing is not who you are; that's who else thinks you are. With this baguing Bible in hand, a generation is ready to go out and fake it. Be the first to know! More from
Writers of Collegehumor.com and book picks sent straight to your inbox More from Writers of Collegehumor.com and book choices sent straight to your inbox Reject thank you! Something amazing is coming. Back to Top Visit Other Sites in Penguin Random House Network Network Network
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